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Abstract : In the last few years, gait-based person-authentication systems have gained widespread
attention, because of its touchless nature and non-replicable behavioral characteristics. However, the
classical gait-based person authentication systems, especially designed with human’s static body structure,
and dynamic movement patterns are limited due to high-reliance onto local conditions and exhaustive
computation. Moreover, scalability of such at-hand solutions often remain suspicious. On the contrary, in
the last few years the high-pace rise in sensor technologies, smartphones, wearables etc. has broadened the
horizon for automatic gait-feature acquisition or inertial measurements, like acceleration and gyroscope
data. Such continuous gait-sequences can be applied for (feature)-learning and classification to serve person
authentication task; however, gigantic continuous data processing with indefinite gait-feature localization
within small gait-cycle imposes high equal error rate or false-positive. Nevertheless, it confines suitability
towards resource constrained devices like Smartphone, Inertial Measuring Units(IMU), sensors etc.
Considering such limitations, in this paper a first of its kind solution is proposed that addresses almost all
known and quantifiable challenges towards sensor driven gait-based person authentication. More
specifically, in this paper, stacked denoising auto-encoder driven sparse multi-modality feature
representation model is developed for gait-based scalable person authentication. Being multi-modal, the
proposed model exploits acceleration and gyroscope data, where the inputs are at first processed for fixed
window-based segmentation, followed by stationary wavelet transformation driven stacked denoising autoencoder (SWT-SDAE) for sparse data representation. The sparse reconstructed data, which can also be
stated as a compressed continuous gait-stream is processed with a modified Long and Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) model for feature extraction and learning. The MATLAB based simulation has revealed that the
proposed person authentication model yields accuracy of 99.43%, precision 99.02%, recall 98.86%, F-Score
0.9893 and equal error rate of 0.57%, signifying robustness of the proposed model towards real-time
scalable infrastructure.
Keywords: Person Authentication, Multi-Modality Gait-Authentication, Inertial Measurement Features,
Sparse Feature Learning, Scalable Authentication System, LSTM-RNN.
1.Introduction
The world has witnessed high-pace rise in advanced software computing, wireless communication, and low-cost
miniatured hardware to meet up-surging demands. Internet technologies in sync with aforesaid innovations has
broadened the horizon for real-time proactive decision systems. With exponentially upsurge in aforesaid
technologies too has broadened the horizon for the applications serving socio-economic enterprises and industries
in different manner. However, being an exceedingly dynamic computing environment ensuring process-control,
process security and allied surveillance has become inevitable [1]. Whether it is system access or authentication,
resource access control or personalized access control purpose, guaranteeing authorized access to the relevant user
is of paramount significance. Moreover, there are a large number of applications including decentralized
surveillance and tracking, human-machine-interface (HMI) etc., [1] where person identification and authentication
turn out to be inevitable. Person authentication has emerged as a vital prerequisite serving numerous HMIs or
allied applications to serve security, privacy and convenience [2]. Person authentication represent the set of
functional components with the ability to process input example, create corresponding identification tag and
validate user’s authenticity when demanded in run time by matching test sample with pre-stored tags in the
database [3]. It makes person authentication solution capable to serve smart home [5], intrusion detection [6],
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access control [7], etc. Though, authentication systems root from the classical use of cryptography; however,
computational complexities, overheads, delay and vulnerability and intrusion related breaches confine its
scalability [4]. To alleviate such limitations towards person authentication, biometrics-based methods have gained
widespread attention. The minimal replication probability makes it robust towards person authentication. In sync
with its robustness and scalability, numerous biometric modalities including fingerprint [7], Iris [8], voice [9],
vital signs [10][11], and gait [12] have been employed for person authentication. Despite significant efforts
majority of the existing biometrics are confined due to high computational overheads, complexities, dependency
on the local conditions (i.e., illumination, viewing angle, data suitability, sensor conditions etc.). On the other
hand, COVID-19 pandemic has questioned the optimality of touch-based biometrics due to the acknowledged
likelihood of infection, primarily caused due to single point of contacts [13]. Noticeably, gait-based authentication
systems apply behavioral characteristics rather body-part’s specific cue to perform identification and
authentication. Amongst other existing solutions, gait functions as a vital and user-friendly signature which
doesn’t need any continuous input by user for verification. Moreover, being touchless it turns out to be more
effective scalable for authentication. Different modalities including sensing cameras [14], inertial sensors,
wearable devices [15] and wireless sensing devices [12] are developed to retrieve gait-related features to enable
person identification and authentication.
Gait-based authentication systems have evolved significantly in the form of model-based, model free,
behavioral cue-based, where varied source of inputs have been applied like camera, wearable sensors, etc. [16].
These approaches exploit person’s unique behavioral characteristics or movement pattern to perform identification
and authentication [16]. Though, numerous efforts have been made towards vision-based methods, the allied
challenges like local lighting conditions, viewing angle, shape, size etc. impacts generalizability as well as
scalability of the solution. Silhouette image analysis [17]-based mechanisms undergo significant ambiguities,
especially over large non-linear samples and hence high equal error rate (EER). To address such issues; though
large number of spatio-temporal features have been extracted, it resulted high complexity, especially over realtime ecosystem [18]. Despite claimed high accuracy, these approaches often fall short in terms of computational
efficiency, delay and scalability. Typically, gait-based authentication systems are divided into multiple types, like
model-based, model-free and inertial measurement driven systems. Model-based method apply static features like
body structure, movement patterns, key-points or landmark information (i.e., limb lengths, body height, body
width [19] and dynamic parameters like angular velocities and walking speed) to perform person-authentication.
On the contrary, model-free methods are free from any three-dimensional representation of human posture or
walking behavior [19]. It mainly exploits statistical properties from the received gait-specific data to perform
person authentication. In sync with model-based solutions, numerous efforts have applied by applying shape
feature for authentication [17][19]; yet, its generalizability over large inputs seems questionable. Authors recently
found that the use of multi-modal gait features can make person authentication more efficient; though, its
scalability remained challenge [20-23]. It is mainly because of continuous data nature and respective cuesegmentation, feature extraction and learning [24-28].
Gait-based biometrics have been applied for both identification as well as authentication purpose [29].
Consequently, it demands industries to develop scalable solution with higher veracity. Unlike identification, which
intends to identify the relationship of an unknown sample with the known gait-database; authentication requires
validating the gait-sample by comparing enrolled gait-data to validate user. Thus, authentication measures require
processing huge input samples and validate requested sample towards person authentication. Under such complex
input scenarios, the classical approaches can be limited, and can be used merely for a definite sized ecosystem
[30][31]. Methods like gravitational force measurement and smart-mats [32], force plates Derlatka and Bogdan
[33] and floor vibration measurement [34] too are limited and suitable for indoor ecosystems. IMU-based methods
have gained more attention because of cost-efficient and wearable solutions like smartwatches, wearable sensors
etc. [29][35-41]. The ease of quantifiable latent information and its acquisition like accelerometer or gyrometer
measurements has become easier due to different wearables and sensor availability. These effort-less gait-specific
modalities can make person authentication scalable [37][42]. However, issues like latency, veracity, robustness
and reliability remain challenge for industries [36]. None of the known approaches has addressed the issue of
large data processing in real-time that can impose significant delay. Moreover, training over a huge non-linear
input patterns might force machine learning model to undergo local minima and convergence and hence cause
false positive performance [36]. Despite their claim to have achieved negligible or very small EER, authors failed
in revealing that their proposed model was trained over merely 22 subjects [43] or smaller samples that raises
question on its scalability. The likelihood of EER increases over increasing sample size [36][37], and therefore
generalizing a solution based on merely two-digit data cannot be justifiable. Though, the use of smartphone or
allied wearables can help in increasing a central-data driven authentication; however, training a model over
original non-linear long-term pattern is a tedious task [44]. Moreover, a few researches have indicated that the
efficacy of gait-behavioral driven models primarily depends on the position of sensor [29][44] and speed [39] that
limits their suitability in contemporary world. To alleviate it, training a model with large heterogenous non-linear
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pattern seems to be a viable solution. The use of multi-modality or multiple features can make gait-based
authentication more accurate [42]. Authors have also applied accelerometer and face data as multi-modal solution
[42]; however, it seems to be irrelevant [45][46]. In the last few years, to exploit maximum possible spatio features,
authors [47-50] applied deep learning methods like convolutional neural network (CNN); however, it lacked
temporal cues to make classification better. Moreover, these approaches could not address the issue of scalability
over the large subject presence. Authors have also used Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network [51] to
exploit possible temporal features from the gait-sequence that resulted superior performance towards person
identification [52]. Yet, the gait-cycle estimation imposed significantly high computation. Moreover, it failed in
addressing large volume and allied expanses in real-time applications.
The emergence in micro-electronic mechanical sensors (MEMS) and inertial measurement units (IMU) and
sensors have gained significant attention for gait data acquisition. Different tools like wearable sensors,
smartphone, etc. [53-57] have been applied to retrieve person’s gait patterns for further analysis. It has helped
different (say, multi-modal) features like accelerometer (acceleration), and gyroscope (rotation), or even pace
sensors (walking related force estimation) to record physical movement patterns, which are used to identify the
person [53-57]. Existing inertial model-driven solutions use acceleration sequence retrieved from the different
body-parts and walking patterns to identify person [53-57]. However, very minute quantitative (signal)
presentation and local noise conditions limit efficacy of these approaches. Non-linear human behaviour, especially
for large samples raises question over the scalability. IMU gait behavior-based authentication systems demand
large continuous data and allied processing that makes it exhaustive and hence reduces longevity of the solution.
The classical methods applying wavelet analysis [58] over continuous IMU makes it highly exhaustive, delayed
and false-prone. Pattern matching over multi-modality features (like wearable driven acceleration or gyroscope
outputs) can make gait-based authentication superior [53-57]; however, guaranteeing system scalability remains
a challenge, which is not yet studied in academia. Noticeably, the term scalable signifies “the ability of a system
to accommodate millions of the users simultaneously to serve personalized authentication”. As the aforesaid term
“scalability” defined, the demand of hour and future is to design a highly robust computationally efficient and
scalable gait-driven solution which could provide accurate person authentication services with minimum
exhaustion and high veracity. Though, to improve accuracy, authors have applied the different machine learning
method [59] to train the input gait features; yet questionable to serve scalable system demands.
Considering above stated key challenges and allied scopes, this research hypothesizes that the use of
sparse presentation over the input multi-modality features can make person authentication more scalable, reliable
and enterprise-centric. In this paper, a highly robust sparse representation driven multi-modality feature learning
environment for gait-based person authentication system is developed. As the name indicates, in this paper we
applied acceleration and gyroscope signals obtained from the significantly large users to perform authentication.
Here, the aforesaid multi-modality signals are processed for initial pre-processing and fixed windowing-based
gait cycle estimation. Subsequently, a highly robust stationary wavelet transforms (SWT) driven stacked
denoising auto-encoder (SDAE) model is developed that processes over the input multi-modal signals to generate
corresponding sparse signal representation. Noticeably, the use of sparse signal makes computation more efficient
by reducing the cost of original data processing. Thus, these approaches contributed a robust processing
environment where the gigantically large continuous signals from large number of users can be converted into
sparse data, and hence learning sparse data for gait-based authentication can make system more reliable, accurate
and efficient. In our proposed model, once extracting the sparse data from the original multi-modal inputs (i.e.,
acceleration and gyroscope), we applied modified LTSM model that exploit spatio-temporal features to perform
person authentication. Here, we modified LSTM in such manner that it retains maximum possible temporal
features for further learning and classification. The proposed SWT-SDAE driven multi-modality Gait-features
learning over LSTM has resulted superior accuracy (99.43%), precision (99.02%), recall (98.86%) and F-score
with minimal known EER in target domain. It shows that the use of sparse inputs not only improves computational
efficiency but also minimizes computational cost and energy exhaustion. It can greatly improve the longevity and
lifecycle of power constrained devices for authentication. Moreover, SWT-SDAE can help accommodating large
number of users for person authentication and hence can yield a scalable solution.
The remaining sections of this paper are divided as follows: Section 2 discusses some of the key
literatures discussing related work, while the problem formulation and research questions are discussed in Section
3. Section 4 presents the overall proposed model and implementation, while the research conclusion and inferences
are discussed in Section 5.
1.

Related Work
Though, in the past different modalities including model-based, model free and IMU driven methods have been
proposed towards gait-based authentication; however, the recent literatures have clearly indicated that the use of
acceleration and gyroscope altogether can yield superior performance. Though, a number of efforts have been
made towards vision-based gait-analysis for personal authentication [60-64]; however, the use of inertial sensor
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data have enabled more efficient and scalable solution [65][66-70][43][49]. In sync with this hypothesis, in this
section the literatures primarily employing aforesaid gait-modalities are discussed for corresponding strengths as
well as limitations. Different recent literatures [71][72] have revealed that smartphone or wearable gadgets driven
systems can provide continuous movement and behavioral pattern of an individual that consequently can make
pattern learning more efficient towards accurate identification and authentication. Recently, authors [71][72]
claimed that the use of gyroscope can provide more intrinsic feature component for authentication. Though, the
efforts made in [73][74] revealed that the smart-phone attached sensors can be deployed anywhere in the form of
connected pouch or inside the pocket to provide continuous user’s behavior for further authentication tasks.
Interestingly, authors stated that they require measuring 20 to 50 samples per second to enable accurate learning,
which can be computationally exhaustive for a large real-time authentication infrastructure. Undeniably, authors
failed in addressing mammoth data and allied computing cost [75]. An effort by Osaka university [76] provided
gait-data, where authors acquired movement pattern by using three sensors placed on subject’s waist. Though,
they didn’t address data sparsity issues and its significance; yet, stated that the strategic use of accelerometer and
gyroscope data can make authentication more scalable and accurate. Despite this fact, authors considered input
session of 60 seconds, which can be insufficient towards accurate classification. Additionally, authors [76] failed
in employing gyroscope data for analysis. In sync with feature extraction and learning, numerous researches have
questioned the segment-based methods and cycle-based approaches [21][47][49]. Interestingly, in the cycle-based
approaches, the retrieved activity data used to be a periodic signal where each cycle starts as soon as foot touches
the ground and terminates when the same foot touches the ground for the subsequent time [77]. In this case,
estimating cycle-length becomes complex, especially over a large user with non-linear walking patterns. Unlike
cycle-based methods, segment-based approaches split input signal into fixed-length windows like 10 seconds, 30
seconds etc. However, in reality the gait-pattern of a user can be periodic and non-linear and therefore retaining
merely 10 seconds of periodic input for analysis can miss significant features for further analysis, and hence can
cause high EER. On the other hand, the activity streams pertaining to the period when one is sitting or sleeping
does not make any sense towards gait- based authentication. Therefore, selecting effective features with sufficient
intrinsic cue is vital towards learning and classification. In some recent studies, authors [78-80] have applied
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) method as distance measure for person authentication. In these methods, input
gait sequences are split into gait-cycles by applying DTW, which was later used for comparison for authentication.
Though, authors [41] applied Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to compare gait-cycle feature for classification. A
few methods like cyclic rotation metric (CRM) [81] have been applied as the substitution of DTW to analyze gaitcycle for further authentication. Unlike these static approaches the signal analysis in time-domain and frequency
domain can be of vital significance [42]. Moreover, the use of window-based segment [70][82] with calibrated
size can also be vital to provide sufficient feature for further learning and classification [42]. Interestingly, no
significant effort has been made towards time-frequency domain analysis with both acceleration and gyroscope
data for gait-based authentication [83]. Authors [70] employed time domain features encompassing average time
in between consecutive peaks to perform user identification. Researches indicates that the gait-cycle must be
sufficiently large to accommodate at least one complete cycle [1][18][42]. The spectral relationships amongst the
movement patterns of the different body parts [84] were applied to perform gait-based authentication. In [84],
authors intended to exploit time-frequency representation representing the time-frequency signals simultaneously
to perform person-authentication. Later, researches [36] found that unlike classical feature vectors the use of highdimensional (minimum second-order) features can yield superior accuracy towards gait-based authentication.
Moreover, the use of multi-modality feature fusion, especially over the different gait-inputs can yield reliable
authentication solution [54][55]. Unlike decision-level fusion methods [85], feature-fusion can yield superior
solution [42]. Numerous at hand methods have focused on applying more efficient feature learning methods to
improve accuracy. In [86] different gait-signatures were applied to learn over gait-information using k-NN and
radial basis function-based neuro-computing [87] classifier. In the last few years, deep learning methods including
CNN and LSTMs have been applied to exploit spatio-temporal and temporal features, respectively to perform
IMU driven gait-based authentication [1][42]. Unlike classical approaches, the use of deep learning methods helps
in automatic feature extraction and learning over the input IMU data [68]. A few recent works at first transformed
inertial data into an image, which was later processed with CNN for feature learning and classification towards
person authentication. However, allied computational complexity might limit their efficacy towards real-time
scalable system demands. Though, majority of the existing approaches indicate that the strategic amalgamation
of multi-modality features encompassing acceleration and gyroscope data with discriminative features can yield
superior performance. The inclusion of space representation can further improve the overall efficiency
[15][27][47].
2.

Research Questions

The last few years have witnessed exponential rise in advanced computing, low-cost hardware and allied
application demands. Despite great innovations and evolutions, guaranteeing security to the systems, data or
infrastructure has remained a challenge for industries. There are numerous application ecosystems like smart-
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home, resource-access, system-access, data security, infrastructure security etc., where person authentication turns
out to be an inevitable need to ensure seamless and secure processing. In sync with such vital security demands,
different approaches including cryptography variants, biometrics etc. have been proposed; however, the allied
computational complexities, exhaustion, vulnerability and latency confine majority of the at-hand solutions to
meet real-time authentication purpose(s). Moreover, with aforesaid exhaustive and vulnerable and low-efficacy
solutions, guaranteeing of the solution is difficult. Though, biometric-based approaches yield superior
performance, their computational complexities, and operating conditions cap scalability towards real-time
purposes. Undeniably, fingerprint has been applied for person identification and authentication for a large
ecosystem serving, smart-home, corporate identification and authentication, HMIs, IoT systems etc.; however, the
recent COVID-19 pandemic has put question on its suitability, primarily because of central or common touchbased solution. To alleviate such problems, touchless biometrics can be of great significance. In sync with this
demand, unlike classical biometrics gait-based approaches have gained widespread attention because of its
touchless nature behavior-driven identification or authentication policy. Undeniably, numerous efforts have been
made towards gait-based person authentication; however, the classical approaches employing model-based (static
body shape, size and posture details) or even model-free (dynamic behavior) concepts undergo significantly huge
computational overheads and high reliance onto the local conditions like lighting or illumination, noise, external
outlook of a person etc. This as a result gives rise to the significant false positive or equal error rate. It confines
scalability of these at hand solution. Unlike aforesaid gait-based modalities, recently smartwatches or IMU driven
gait-based authentication systems have developed. Despite robustness over the classical gait-based authentication
systems inertial measurement or sensor-based approach undergo numerous challenges including gait-cycle
estimation, continuous large data acquisition and processing, low EER, noise-impact etc. However, despite such
challenges, being easier to implement or carry, low-cost, wearables driven solution inertial map or sensor databased solutions can be scalable. In other words, the use of sensor’s data obtained from each user (through
wearables, sensors, smartwatches etc.) can be applied to perform authentication, even for millions of users by
applying certain centralized authentication unit; provided the model alleviates the key issue of time-efficiency,
high veracity or reliability etc. In the past, though numerous efforts have been made by applying inertial
measurements characterizing gait features to make person authentication; however, majority of the existing
solutions have certain limitations like inefficient gait-cycle estimation, single modality-based training (i.e., either
accelerometer output or gyroscope data), very small training data and hence lack of generalizability, and most
importantly lack of scalability to cope up with real-time demands. Some of the approaches have exploited either
temporal features or spatial cues to learn and classify. Though, a few methods have tried to use both accelerometer
as well as gyroscope outputs for gait-based authentication; it failed in addressing the scalability problem and high
EER. The depth assessment of the potential literatures reveal that the use of multi-modality features driven
approaches can yield superior performance than the standalone feature-based solutions. Moreover, the use of
segmented windowing concept too can help retaining intrinsic gait-related features for better learning and higher
accuracy. Additionally, the most important inferences observed is that the use of sparse continuous signal can help
accomplishing scalable gait-based authentication system. Sparse continuous data representation can help the
authentication model to retain large window features (spatio-temporal) and hence the threat of important gait feature loss can be avoided. Moreover, sparse presentation of the continuous inertial measurement can reduce
computational exhaustion and hence a large number of users can be authenticated simultaneously without
undergoing delay or exhaustion. These key scopes have been considered as the key driving forces behind this
study.
In sync with above stated research goals and allied scopes, in this work a highly robust person Stacked
Denoising Auto-Encoder Driven Sparse Multi-Modality Feature Representation model is developed for GaitBased Scalable Person Authentication. As the name indicates, the proposed model applied SDAE auto-encoder
for sparse continuous (multi-modality) data representation, which has been followed by feature extraction and
classification using modified LSTM-RNN network. Being a multi-modality solution, in this work both
accelerometer and gyroscopes data inputs are considered from a large user, which are initially processed for static
segmentation or static window based continuous gait data retrieval. Once obtaining the windowed input signals
from both accelerometer as well as gyroscope, at first SDAE model has been applied that applies stationary
wavelet transform algorithm to retrieve detailed and approximated coefficients from each input gait-modality. In
other words, once implementing SWT over each input gait-sequences it obtains approximated coefficient (over
accelerometer and gyroscope segmented data), which is subsequently processed with SDAE model to retrieve
sparse data representation of the input(s). In this manner, SDAE acts as a compressive sensing model that reduces
data volume significantly without losing any intrinsic feature and allied significance towards person
authentication. In function, SDAE applied SWT with a threshold method and inverse SWT (ISWT) to reconstruct
the sparse inertial data representation. The sparse data over each input sequence is then processed with a modified
LSTM that exploits maximum possible temporal as well as spatial cues to perform classification towards personal
authentication. To assess efficacy of the proposed model, in this work multi-modality inputs encompassing both
accelerometer and gyroscope output sequences were obtained from a benchmark dataset encompassing large users
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with non-linear patterns. The efficiency of the proposed model is examined in terms of accuracy, precision, recall,
F-Score and EER. In sync with the overall proposed model, as discussed above, this research defines certain
research questions. These questions are as follows:
RQ1: Can the use of Static Windowing and Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT) driven SDAE sparse
representation yield intrinsically feature enriched information to perform Person Authentication?
RQ2: Can the use of SDAE sparse representation over multi-modality Gait (say, feature) sequences (i.e.,
gyroscope data and accelerometer output) provide sufficiently large feature space for learning and classification
to guarantee Person Authentication solution with high veracity and reliability?
RQ3: Can the use of multi-Modality features encompassing (sensor-driven) accelerometer and gyroscope data)
yield highly accurate performance towards gait-based personal authentication?
RQ4: Can the strategic implementation of S2DAE with Multi-Modality Gait feature sequences enable scalable
and highly efficient (and scalable) person authentication solution?
The overall research intends to achieve optimal answers for these key research questions.
3.

System Model

The graphical depiction of the overall proposed model is given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Proposed Multi-Modality Sparse Gait-Sequence Driven Person Authentication System

The detailed discussion of the overall proposed model is given in the subsequent sections.
3.1. Data Acquisition
As discussed in the previous sections, sensory data or the inertial measurement units driven gaitsequences can yield superior results in comparison to the model-based or classical model-free approaches.
Moreover, sensory details and allied acquisition is relatively easier where the different gadgets like wearables,
sensory units, smartphone etc. can be employed. These data sources can provide continuous gait-data stream and
hence deploying a scalable person authentication solution on to those data can become easier. Such systems can
work in the same manner as Aadhar system employed in India, provided each user or person is assigned a unique
ID for their corresponding gait-behavior. The use of aforesaid sensory inertial measurement data can be more
effective and easier in comparison to the vision-based methods which require addressing mammoth challenges
including the impact of orientation, local conditions, wearing, segmentation efficacy etc. Considering these key
facts, in this paper we considered aforesaid sensory inertial measurement data or sensory data acquired by means
of accelerometer and gyroscope. Noticeably, accelerometer and gyroscopes represent MEMS driven sensory units
where accelerometer measures body speed or movement speed, while gyroscope measures body’s rotation or
angular movement. Thus, this research hypothesizes that the strategic amalgamation of linear two-dimensional
movement with angular movement can provide sufficiently large gait-features to authenticate a person. Though,
in the past authors have applied any of these two features as standalone gait-feature for learning and classification,
we considered these together so as to improve the efficacy or veracity. The inclusion of these two gait-parameters
(i.e., acceleration and gyroscope data) in sync with an authentication server help making optimal feature learning
and hence scalable person authentication solution. In sync with this hypothesis, to retain a large feature instance
for further learning, we considered OU-ISIR Dataset [88]. The intellectual rights of the Institute of Scientific and
Industrial Research (ISIR), OSAKA University (Japan). To collect the data, the proprietary has applied three
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IMUZ sensors, each encompassing a triaxial accelerometer and triaxial gyroscope. Noticeably, these key sensors
were available in their considered smartphone, and not almost major smartphones carry these sensors. It can help
generalizing this solution as scalable model. The data were collected for a large number of users, where the IMU
measurements were done over different locations, ground conditions, sensor types, etc. Here, the key purpose was
to retain maximum diversity, which is common in scalable system or allied demands. In sync with the scalable
solution demands, we considered the multi-modal gait-sequence dataset from 744 subjects, encompassing 389
males and 355 females.

Fig. 2. Representarion of accelerometer and gyroscope data

Noticeably, the age of the subjects was in the range of two to 78 years. In the considered datasets, each
subject contributed two different level-walk sequence which helped in assuring that the pattern with little changes
can have the minute difference and hence a system in demand must be sensitive enough to classify or identify the
user. Noticeably, the considered IMU data (i.e., accelerometer and gyroscope data) were obtained in three different
dimensions 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 . A symbolic representation of the collected gait data is given in Fig.2. Now, Once collecting
a large set of input IMU data, we processed for gait-cycle estimation.
3.2. Fixed Window Segmentation
This is the matter of fact that human walking behave represents a continuous quasi-periodic activity,
which originates from the first contact of the left foot with the ground to the alternation of the right foot till the
left foot touches the ground again. In sync with our considered IMU gait-driven authentication demands, where
multi-modal gait-sequences are considered for analysis, we require performing segmentation of the input time
series data. In other words, we need to segment the input time-series gait-data, where each sample or segment can
be further used for training and classification. Noticeably, here, each segment signifies the chunk of gait-sequence
characterizing the movement behavior of subject. Typically, data segmentation is performed based on two
methods, first, the period-based segmentation and second sliding window-based segmentation. Though, the
selection of these segmentation methods depends on distinct (subject’s) movement patterns and subject specific
characteristics. For instance, the gait pattern for a child can different from the elderly. Typically, in period-based
segmentation the input gait-sequence data is split into multiple chunks of the different length; however, in our
considered scalable authentication solution this approach cannot be suitable. Unlike period-based segmentation,
sliding window size-based approach split input sequence into fixed data segment. In this work, to ensure that the
data or each segment retains sufficiently large continuous signal with intrinsic pattern, we applied sliding time
window-based decision. We fixed the size of sequence in the gait-cycle as 4000 instances on time scale, also
called gait-sequence length. In other words, on time-scale input presentation, we split input gait-sequence into
regular blocks of gait-cycle size 4000 (say, length of sequence).
3.3. Multi-Modal S2DAE Sparse Gait-Representation
Once segmenting the input gait-sequences, to cope up with scalable solution demands, unlike classical
approaches where authors [1] have applied merely gait-segment of length 120-140 (on time axis), we have
considered large window size so as to guarantee that no significant gait or allied feature might miss-out. However,
retaining gait-cycle of larger size or even complete input sequence might make a sensory system exhausting and
even can limit the performance. On the contrary, over the large number of users, performing computation across
input gait sequence (of large window size) can impact delay and scalability issue. Considering this fact, in this
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paper, we converted input gait-cycle segments into sparse representation. Noticeably, sparse representation
enables data compression and volumetric reduction while retaining the same feature significance or allied intrinsic
feature and quality. Sparse representation of the gait-sequence can not only help in reducing computational
exhaustion but can also support infrastructure to accommodate large number of users and time-efficient
authentication. We designed a stationary wavelet transform driven Stacked Denoising Auto-Encoder (SWTSDAE) for gait-sparse representation, where the resulting outputs are further processed for LSTM for feature
extraction, learning and classification. The detailed discussion of the overall proposed SWT-SDAE (here onwards
called S2DAE) model is given in following section. The graphical depiction of the proposed S2DAE sparse (gait)
representation model is given in Fig. 2. Noticeably, in gait-based personal authentication problem, the considered
IMU sensory gait-sequences (especially over a large input from the different subjects) can have non-linear feature
distribution. Therefore sparse gait-representation looks like a non-linear signal reconstruction problem.
Considering this fact, before discussing S2DAE sparse representation, non-linear Sparse Gait-sequence
reconstruction problem is discussed as follows:
3.3.1 Non-Linear Gait-Sequence Reconstruction Problem
In sparse signal representation and allied reconstruction problem, the key motive remains centered on
solving a linear inverse problem, which is mathematically derived as per Eq. (1).
(1)
Though, for a predefined system the solution can be linear; however, under-determined systems consider
the minimum energy solution as linear. Interestingly, in real-world gait-based authentication problem the data can
be non-linear and hence corresponding signal sparse representation or reconstruction problem is non-linear. In
this reference, the non-linearity involved in aforesaid non-linearity gait-signal can be defined as per Eq.(2). In
realistic world, to achieve sparse representation of the continuous gait-sequence, we require solving l minimization problem, as defined in Eq. (2).

min‖x‖ subject to 𝑦

(2)

𝛷𝑥

Noticeably, the l -minimization problem Eq. (2) represents an NP-hard problem and hence require certain
greedy concepts like orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [109] to achieve the corresponding sparse gait-sequence.
These heuristic or greedy method identify the non-zero position in input sequence x, which is also referred as the
support value at certain time. Consequently, it estimates the value of the detected non-zero element. In general,
aforesaid greedy method for typical sparse representation problem follows the instruction as provided in Table 1.
Pseudo- OMP Greedy Model driven Sparse Gait Representation or Reconstruction
Input: y, 𝜱, k (support)
Initialize: 𝒓 𝒚, 𝜴 Ø (set of support values)
Iterate for k iterations
Estimate Correlation: 𝒄 𝒂𝒃𝒔 𝜱𝑻 𝒓
Identify the value of Support: 𝒍 𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒎𝒂𝒙 𝒄𝒊
𝒊

Tune the Support Value: 𝜴 𝜴 ∪ 𝒍
Calculate Support value at 𝜴: 𝒙𝜴
Measure Residual value: 𝒓
End

𝒚

𝒎𝒊𝒏‖𝒚
𝒙

𝑨𝜴 𝒙𝜴 ‖𝟐𝟐

𝜱𝜴 𝒙𝜴

Table 1 Pseudo- OMP Greedy Model driven Sparse Gait Representation or Reconstruction

In the pseudo discussed above, Ω states the set of support values in 𝑥. The other variable A contains the
specific attributes or columns (in A), which also have presence in the support vector or set of support values. Over
each iteration, it results a solution containing values at the non-zero positions. To be noted, aforesaid OMP being
a non-linear function, requires iterative calculation of the maximum value once detecting the support value and
hence turns into a highly complex an iterative non-linear process-loop. To solve such problems without
undergoing exhaustive calculations, we have considered convex-optimization measure as a viable solution for
which l -norm is taken into consideration. In this gait-sequence sparse representation problem, the proposed
convex optimization measure relaxes NP-hard l -norm to the adjoining or neighboring convex surrogate, l -norm.
Numerous literatures find this approach robust towards non-linear continuous (data) sparse representation and
hence turns out to be viable towards at hand gait-data’s sparse reconstruction. Usually, this approach applied Eq.
(3) to get sparse presentation.
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𝑚𝑖𝑛 ‖𝑦

𝛷 𝑥 ‖

𝜆‖𝑥‖

(3)

Though, literatures indicate that the easier approach to achieve Eq. (2) can be the use of Iterative Soft
Thresholding Algorithm (ISTA) that embodies double-phase mechanism in each iteration (k in Eq. (4)). At first,
it applied Landweber Iteration as presented in Eq. (4), while in subsequent step it applies a soft thresholding
measure as defined in Eq. (5).
b
x

x

σΦ y

Ax

sign b max 0, |b|

)

λσ
2

(4)
(5)

In Eq. (5), the parameter σ, signifying the step-size represents the inverse of the maximum Eigenvalue
of A A. Though, the solution of Eq. (3) can apply any conventional gradient descent measure in the form of linear
function; however, soft-thresholding measure as defined in Eq. (4) requires certain thresholding measure
demanding ability to deal with non-linear sparsity. In reference to the gait-sequence data (IMU data), we
considered soft-thresholding based approach for sparse data reconstruction over inputs.
To reduce computational exhaustion, especially caused because of non-linear inversion functions over
iterative calculation, in this paper a data-driven learning environment was designed for sparse gait-sequence
reconstruction. Neuro-computing methods have been applied as function approximator. These approaches, applies
non-linear activation functions over the input training data to learn instance and generate intended data-sequence.
Any continuous function signifying multiple variables can be approximated by performing superposition of the
continuous functions of one instance. In sync with this inference, the proposed method applies the global
functional approximation by applying deep neuro-computing method. The neuro-computing paradigm ‘learns’
inversion function by using SDAE algorithm. In other words, SDAE model intends to achieve an approximated
inverse of a linear system, as defined in Eq. (6).
x′y

Φ Φx

(6)

Recalling the fact that the original gait-sequences and allied inversion to be employed for approximating
x′ can be noisy version of the realistic sparse solution x, and removing such noise component is inevitable. To
alleviate such noise element soft-thresholding concept can be employed [110]. Despite numerous innovations,
deep learning methods have exhibited superior over existing measures, as it can learn high-level hierarchy, despite
by using low-level features. It can not only reduce computational overheads but also improves accuracy of sparse
reconstruction. Considering low computational exhaustion, minimum hyper parameter tuning and ability to
suppress local-minima and compression makes SDAE a potential solution for at hand gait-sparse representation.
In this paper, a soft-thresholding driven auto-encoder model was developed by using stacked AEs to denoise the
input gait-sequence. In other words, the proposed model applies numerous noisy versions of the gait-input
sequence (say, segmented gait-sequence) which are fed as input to the auto-encoders to output a clean output with
sparse signal representation. Here, auto-encoder is executed to learn map-information across input gait-sequences
to generate expected output. As depicted in Fig. 3, in our proposed work, we retrieve the approximated coefficients
from each gait-modality (i.e., accelerometer and gyroscope data) (say, 𝑥′) by performing SWT and feed it to SDAE
to generate corresponding sparse gait-representation. Unlike classical auto-encoder solutions, to refine resulting
outputs (say, sparse data), we applied stacked AEs, also called Stacked AEs (SDAE).

Fig 3. Sparse Gait-Sequence generation
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The overall presentation of the proposed S2DAE sparse gait-representation model is depicted in Fig. 3. As
depicted, in the proposed S2DAE model, each gait-sequence or modality is given as distinct input. Here, over
each gait-sequence (note, here we pass segmented gait-sequence as input) is processed for SWT analysis which
splits input gait-data into two sets of coefficients; approximated coefficient and detailed coefficient. Here, we
select approximated coefficients (also called horizontal coefficients) from each modality and feed to the
corresponding (distinct) SDAE, that converts each input gait-sequence into allied sparse output. The brief of SWT
model and SDAE method used in this work is given in the subsequent sub-sections.
3.3.2 SWT Coefficients
To improve error performance and computational efficiency, in this work the original gait-sequences or
segmented gait-samples were processed for SWT analysis, say wavelet analysis. Noticeably, unlike classical
wavelet methods like discrete wavelet analysis or continuous wavelet analysis, the use of SWT enables lowdimensional feature generation that can further reduce computational overheads and redundant computation. The
linear, shift-invariant characteristics of SWT enable better approximation of the results. Let, 𝑥 𝑎 be the
segmented gait-sequence, then the proposed SWT model generates two coefficients (Fig. 4) named approximated
coefficient 𝑣 , and the detailed coefficient 𝑤 , , by applying two different filters; low-pass filters H and highpass filters G . In this work, these filters (i.e., 𝐻 and 𝐺 ) were retrieved by executing up-sampling of the filters
over the descending step (i.e., 𝐻 and 𝐺 ). In general, the detailed coefficient value 𝑤 , remains same as the
output of HPF. In the same manner, the output of approximated coefficient 𝑣 , remains same as the output of LPF
filter. To retain depth features, in this work we obtained Level-2 approximated coefficient (𝑣 ). To further
improve intrinsic feature significance towards at hand gait sparse-representation, we employed a threshold on the
basis of the percentage of R-peak. Here, we assigned threshold value as 0.99 with (level of significance 0.01). The
approximated coefficients with R-value more than 0.99 were retained for further SDAE learning and allied sparse
representation. To reconstruct the signal, we applied inverse SWT (ISWT) in sync with the detailed coefficients
𝑤 , and SDAE sparse output that eventually generates the sparse representation for the input gait-sequence. In
this work, we applied S2DAE over accelerometer and gyroscope data and thus, we obtain the sparse representation
for both gait-modalities. A brief of the auto-encoder model applied in this work is given as follows:
3.3.3 Auto-Encoder
The approximated coefficients from the acceleration and gyroscope data, representing the under sampled
measurement Y ∈ R is applied to reconstruct the original signal X ∈ R . It is achieved by applying matrix
, where m ≪ N. It can also be rewritten as per Eq. (7).
representation Φ ∈ R
𝑌

𝛷𝑋

𝑉

(7)

Fig 4 SWT coefficient estimation

In Eq. (7), X
x ,x ,…,x ∈ R
represents the unknown matrix, while Y y , y , … , y ∈ R
,
, m ≪ N represents the sensing matrix and V ∈
represents the measurement matrix. Meanwhile, Φ ∈ R
be the noise related components or vector. For a unit measurement vector, we assign L 1. On the contrary,
R
for the multiple measurement vector we consider L 1. In sync with the at hand gait-sparse generation problem,
the inverse problem the sparse data representation can be presented as per (8).
𝑋

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 ‖𝑋‖ such that 𝑌

𝛷𝑋

(8)

Despite aforesaid sparse generation, ensuring source adaptive (here, we need to generate sparse data in
) is a challenging task, especially in signal reconstruction
reference to the gait-sequences) matrix (i.e., Φ ∈ R
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which cannot be allowed in our proposed gait-driven person authentication system (as it would lead high EER
and false positive). To alleviate it, we designed a data-adaptive learning model for sparse feature generation.
Typically, auto-encoder acts as a feature learning tool encompassing three layered neural network
architecture, which help in reconstructing the un-labelled input data. In general, auto-encoder inputs input vector
x j ∈ R with 0 x j
1, and encodes it to yield input for the hidden layer, y ∈ R . This as a result,
x
helps in estimating the source signal, (i.e., x ∈ R ). In this process, a bias vector b ∈ R is appended to the hidden
layer and output layer so as to generate fine-grained feature or data learning ability. The values at the hidden layer
and output layer be Eq. (9), and Eq. (10), respectively.
𝑓 𝑊 𝑥

𝑦

𝑓 𝑊

𝑥

𝑏

(9)

𝑏

(10)

𝑦

states the weight factor, while bias values at the hidden layers and the
In (Eq.9- Eq.10), W ∈ R
output layer be b ∈ R and b
∈ R , correspondingly. Though, auto-encoders can be designed as both nonlinear as well as linear; however, in our case we designed it as non-linear activation using sigmoid function in Eq.
(11). Though, it can be designed as per hyperbolic tangent function as well Eq. (12). Specifically, we applied
sigmoid function in Eq. (11) with stochastic gradient descent for better learning and sparser output generation. In
Eq. (11) and Eq.(12), x ∈ R.
𝑓 𝑥

1
𝑒𝑥𝑝

1

𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑥
𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑥

𝑓 𝑥

(11)
𝑥
𝑥
𝑥

(12)

In SDAE, for every auto-encoder layer we employed a non-linear hidden layer with linear activation
function, often known as the identity activation function to design output layer acting as a linear decoder.
W
∈R
to reconstruct source data, x ∈ R , with n as
Moreover, it applies a synthesis operator, W
the block size. The hyper-parameter acting at the hidden layer y and output layer x are defined as per Eq. (13)
and Eq. (14), respectively. To tune the allied hyper parameter, it applied a loss-function minimization concept.
We used Euclidean distance-based loss function to tune hyper-parameters Eq. (15).
𝑣𝑒𝑐 𝑊

𝛺
𝛺

𝑣𝑒𝑐 𝑊

, 𝑣𝑒𝑐 𝑏

(13)

, 𝑣𝑒𝑐 𝑏

(14)

Noticeably, the complete training samples used is defined as k in Eq. (15).
1
𝐾

𝐿 𝑥 ,𝑥

‖𝑥

(15)

𝑥‖

To optimize Eq. (15), a non-linear differentiable activation function is used which is solved by means of
Stochastic Gradient Decent algorithm. Let, the input of auto-encoder be the binary-valued vectors, then the crossentropy loss function can be used Eq. (16).
𝐿 𝑥 ,𝑥

𝑥 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑥

1

𝑙𝑜𝑔 1

𝑥

(16)

𝑥

Here, the loss function towards SDAE is reframed in the form of diversity measure, often called as the
non-sparsity Eq. (17).
𝐿 𝑥 ,𝑦

1
𝐾

‖𝑥

𝑥‖

(17)

𝛾‖𝑦 ‖

In Eq. (17), γ ∈ R be the penalty imposed over the non-sparsity. Noticeably, SDAE employs loss function
regularization to avoid over-fitting problem. As already stated in previous section, l -norm regularization methods
are NP-hard in nature, while l regularization can provide sparse model, thus enabling different hidden activations
y j ∈ R as zero, and hence makes the corresponding attributes as insignificant. To alleviate such issues,
dropout regularization is employed that drops certain units at varied layers. Moreover, dropout regularization
helps in thwarting away the over-fitting issues and hence gains better efficiency.
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The proposed SDAE model inculcates auto-encoder with the “denoising-capacity” and hence improved
gait-intrinsic features cues to make classification accurate. It was done because while performing data acquisition
through smartwatches or other IMUs, the likelihood of noise components can’t be denied. Thus, in the proposed
SDAE model, let the input gait-sequence is having noisy bits distributed throughout-sequence, x ∈ R , thus to
generate the original gait-sequence x over the mixed noisy data x ∈ R , a loss-minimization concept is applied
as per Eq. (18).
1
𝐾

𝐿 𝑥 ,𝑥

‖𝑥

(18)

𝑥‖

Being SDAE, the proposed model applies cascaded sequence of auto-encoders or denoising autoencoder. In this manner, initially a unit auto-encoder model is trained with the input gait-sequence (say, segmented
gait-sequence) x ∈ R , where it applies unsupervised training in layered manner. Now, the trained hidden layers
are employed as input to the next auto-encoder to perform training and sparse generation. Here, the hidden layer
∙
neurons of auto-encoder y is considered as the sparse generation function or the compression function. Thus,
with the initial layer input as x ∈ R , the proposed model generates the measurement matrix using Eq. (19).
𝑓 𝑊 𝑥

𝑦

𝑏

(19)

∈𝑅

, Sigmoid activation
Noticeably, the kind of compression depends on the weight matrix, 𝑊 ∈ 𝑅
function f (.). In this work, we employed input, x ∈ R in sparse domain with a linear projection matrix, 𝑊 ∈
𝑅
in sync with the activation function 𝑓 𝑧
𝑧 for ∈ R . In the subsequent layer, y is fed as input, and thus
the training is performed as per Eq. (20). Here, an unsupervised layer-wise pre-training in conjunction with a
supervised (sub-sequent layer) tuning is done by means of back-propagation method. Here, each auto-encoder
tunes corresponding hyper-parameters using (15). Additionally, the hyper-parameter to be improved be Eq. (21).
𝑥
𝒚𝒊
𝑥
𝛺

𝑣𝑒𝑐 𝑊

𝑓 𝑊
𝟐

𝑦

𝒇𝒔 𝑾 𝟑 𝒙𝒊
𝑓 𝑊

𝑦

⋯ 𝑣𝑒𝑐 𝑊

𝑏
𝟏

(20)

𝒃𝟑
𝑏
𝑏

(21)

⋯ 𝑏

and 𝑊 , 𝑊 ∈ 𝑅
.
In Eq. (21), some pre-conditions were employed such as, 𝑊 , 𝑊 ∈ 𝑅
To alleviate above discussed hyper-parameter tuning demands and allied complexities, we applied mini-batch
learning using Stochastic Gradient Decent (SGD). It helped in achieving swift convergence and hence alleviated
local minima problem as well. This process enabled hyper-parameter update over a large batch size, where its
performance remained close to the gradient descent method. Let, the input gait-sequence has n size data, then with
μ learning rate (often we keep, 0.0001, or 0.001), the process of mini-batch updates parameters according to Eq.
(22).
𝛺 ←

𝜇

𝜕
𝛺 ←𝛺
𝜕𝛺
𝜇

𝜕
𝐽 𝛺, 𝑥 , 𝑦
𝜕𝛺

,⋯, 𝑥

,𝑦

∀ 𝑘𝐽 𝛺, 𝑥 , 𝑦

,⋯, 𝑥

,𝑦

∀𝑘
(22)

In Eq.(22) function ζ states the batch’s size. The process of learning and eventual sparse output generation
continues till each input segmented gait-sequences is processed. Now, once obtaining the sparse data output, we
applied ISWT to reconstruct the input data (i.e., acceleration and gyroscope data). Thus, once generating the sparse
data outputs from both IMU gait-sequence inputs, we feed them to the LSTM for feature extraction learning and
classification. The detailed discussion of the LSTM method used is given in the subsequent section.
3.4. LSTM Feature Extraction and Classification
Once obtaining the sparse representation of the gait sequences (i.e., accelerometer and gyroscope data),
we fed them as input to the LSTM model. Noticeably, unlike CNN which exploits merely spatial information to
perform feature learning over continuous data, LSTM performs superior [47] by exploiting temporal features over
continuous data stream. Considering continuous gait-sequence and allied frequent transmission (or assessment)
nature, we applied LSTM as the deep model for feature extraction and classification. Though, numerous literatures
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like [47][52] state that recurrent neural networks (RNN) can be applied for continuous time-series data analysis;
however, is unable to address the key issue of gradient disappearance. This as a result confine their suitability
towards continuous long-range feature extraction and learning [1]. Considering aforesaid key limitations of the
deep models, the use of LSTM seems to be a viable and potential solution [47]. In this work, we designed a deep
architecture where LSTM acts as a storage element for RNN. The applied LSTM-RNN structure is illustrated in
Fig.5. As depicted in Fig.5, the deployed LSTM possesses the ability to add or remove information (sequential
sparse gait-inputs) to the cellular states by means of the component called “GATE” (Fig. 5). Here, GATE acts as
a function which allows information to pass through and is designed with a sigmoid neural network layer with
point-wise multiplication.

Fig 5. Proposed LSTM feature extraction

As depicted in Fig. 5, the deployed LSTM possesses three distinct gates, input gate, output gate and
forget gate. These gates help in protecting and controlling the state of the cell. In this manner, the proposed LSTMRNN architecture learns over the consecutive maps obtained from the input sparse gait-sequences to perform
classification using Softmax layer. We applied LSTM architecture appended with Softmax layer which replaces
the classical fully-connected later of CNN to perform feature learning and classification. LSTM architecture (used
in this work) encompassed six distinct LSTMs as there are six different inputs from multi-modal gait-sequence.
In other words, in sync with acceleration and gyroscope gat-sequences in 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑧 dimensions, we applied
single LSTM for each sparse input, and hence a total of six LSTMs were taken into consideration. Here, each
LSTM processes a distinct sparse gait-sequence (input) (say, 𝑠 ) and generates output vector (say, 𝑓 ) of length
𝐻. Subsequently, once each LSTM has resulted corresponding outputs, the extracted features were concatenated
to generate a composite feature vector in Eq. (23) .
𝑓

(23)

𝑓 ,𝑓 ,𝑓 ,𝑓 ,𝑓 ,𝑓

Now, the composite unique vector is passed on to the classifier as input. In the proposed design, with the
input feature vector in Eq. (23), the classifier layer is nothing else but the fully connected layer that predicts people
identify and authenticates it. In our proposed person authentication problem, for a user base comprising 𝑁 users
or members, the deployed fully connected layer maps the feature vector 𝑓 to the resulting (say, output) vector
𝑦 . Here, each component of output 𝑦 is measured from all comprising components of 𝑓 from Eq. (23).
Functionally, it applied Softmax layer as activation function.
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Fig 6. Sparse Gait-sequence driven LSTM feature extraction and Learning

To alleviate any possibility of over-fitting and local minima, we employed dropout with the rate of 0.5,
and therefore it drops almost 50% of the feature maps along with corresponding connections. It not only improves
computational efficiency, accuracy but also enables better network parameter tuning, learning and hence veracity.
Unlike existing approaches like [47], where authors applied group size as 10, number of hidden layers as 40, and
number of layers as two, in our proposed model we designed LSTM with the total hidden layers as 70, mini-batch
size 27. Interestingly, in majority of the at hand solutions authors applied gait-sequence length as 100 on timescale, our proposed model applied gait-sequence length of size 3000 (on time scale). However, with the use of
sparse data generation and allied LSTM learning and classification, he proposed model yielded superior
efficiency. Here, we used ADAM as adaptive learning algorithm.
4. Results and Discussion
In sync with the demand of scalable person authentication system for real-time purposes, this research
work emphasized on optimizing both feature as well as allied computation. Here, the key hypothesis considered
were that the inclusion of Inertial measurements from different wearables or smartwatches can be employed for
person authentication. Moreover, this research hypothesized that the inclusion of sparse gait-representation (i.e.,
sparse IMU data) can reduce both volumetric complexities as well as allied computation that consequently can
enable scalable person authentication solution. Nevertheless, it also considers that the strategic amalgamation of
the multi-modal inertial measurement data, especially sparse data with LSTM which is a well-known temporal
feature assessment model can yield superior solution towards person authentication. In sync with this hypothesis,
in this paper a robust stacked denoising auto-encoder driven sparse multi-modality feature representation model
was developed for Gait-Based Scalable Person Authentication. As the name indicates, being multimodal in nature,
we exploited accelerometer and gyroscope inertial measurement data [88] for gait-based person authentication.
Noticeably, unlike classical efforts [1][47] etc., where authors have merely applied 10s of training data even with
120-140 gait-samples (say, gait sequence length), in this paper we considered a total of 744 subjects pertaining to
the different age-groups, gender. The data considered was collected even with the different movement patterns
like step-up, step-down, normal walk etc. The key purpose of using such data with heterogeneity was to ensure
that the training takes place over diversity of features to achieve higher sensitivity and scalability. Subsequently,
unlike classical approaches where authors struggled in gait-segmentation and considered merely 120-140
instances on time scale (as gait sequence length), we considered relatively larger gait-sequence length (i.e., 3000
instance). Though, our key intension was to retain maximum possible gait-sequences and allied cues for better
learning, it could have caused computational overhead. To alleviate such limitations, in this work a highly robust
sparse reconstruction model was designed that transformed continuous gait-sequence into corresponding sparse
feature vector. Noticeably, to retain optimal spatio-temporal feature and allied intrinsic feature distribution we
considered both accelerometer as well as gyroscope outputs in 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 directions and hence, the total input vector
was six. These six input vectors were at first processed for fixed window segmentation. This approach helped in
reducing the computational cost of iterative gait-cycle estimation. Once segmenting the input gait-sequences, we
processed it for sparse representation. This is the first of its kind solution where the input continuous gaitsequences are processed for sparse representation so that we might process a large sequence even with minimum
computation without losing any intrinsic information. The input gait-sequence were obtained and saved in *.CSV,
which was later processed for further processing. In this paper, we developed stationary wavelet transform (SWT)
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driven Stacked Denoising Auto-Encoder (S2DAE) model for sparse data reconstruction. More specifically, to fine
tune the feature sanity, we designed a robust threshold adaptive SWT with SDAE for sparse data reconstruction.
Here, SWT decomposes the input gait-sequence (which is segmented already) into two coefficients; approximate
coefficient and detailed coefficient. Noticeably, we applied HAAR mother wavelet for SWT to decompose the
input data and retrieve corresponding coefficients. The approximate coefficient was fed as input to the SDAE that
retrieves sparse vector for each input sequence. Subsequently, the sparse outputs were processed with the detailed
coefficient to reconstruct sparse gait-sequence output. Noticeably, we executed SDAE in batch-wise processing
so as to reduce any likelihood of excessive hyper-parameter tuning. The final sparse outputs were fed as input to
the LSTM that exploits temporal cues to learn over the continuous gait-sequence (say, sparse gait sequences). We
designed LSTM with multiple convolutional layers, batch-normalization, dropout layer and fully connected layer.
In fact, we designed the deep network in such manner that LSTM works as a memory element, while fully
connected layer was replaced with Softmax layer to act as RNN. In this manner, our proposed LSTM model (say,
Sparse LSTM) functioned as an LSTM-RNN algorithm for feature extraction and learning. Noticeably, we
designed proposed LSTM-RNN as “𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝐿𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 1 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙 𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑂𝑢𝑡
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 2 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙 𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑂𝑢𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 3 𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀 𝑆𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑥”. We assigned
number of epochs as 200 to perform learning. Moreover, the learning rate assigned was 0.01, while the batch size
was fixed at 8. We simulated our proposed model with non-linear adaptive learning concept named ADAM. Thus,
executing above discussed method, the proposed model classifies many-to-one classification. The overall
proposed model was developed using MATLAB 2020b, and the simulation was done onto Microsoft Window
operating system armored with 8GB RAM, Intel i5 processor, functional at 3.2 GHz frequency. To assess
performance by the proposed model, we obtained different statistical performance parameters including accuracy,
precision, recall, F-measure, equal error rate (EER) etc. To estimate EER, we considered the standard approach
defining (1-Accuracy) [18]. Noticeably, these parameters were derived from the confusion matrix, representing
true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN). The definition of the key
performance parameters is given in Table 2.
Parameter
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure
EER

Mathematical Expression
𝑻𝑵 𝑻𝑷
𝑻𝑵 𝑭𝑵 𝑭𝑷 𝑻𝑷
𝑻𝑷
𝑻𝑷 𝑭𝑷
𝑻𝑷
𝑻𝑷 𝑭𝑵
𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍. 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏
𝟐.
𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏
𝟏 𝑨𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒚
Table 2 Performance Parameters

The overall performance analysis and allied characterization was done in terms of intra-model assessment
and inter-model assessment. Here, in intra-model assessment the efficiency of the proposed system was assessed
in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, F-measure and EER. Since, in this research we hypothesized that the
inclusion of sparse multi-modality gait-sequence can help achieving scalable authentication system, we simulated
the proposed model with sparse data input as well as with the original gait-sequence. We applied LSTM-RNN
over original gait sequence as obtained from the source data [88]. This assessment was considered as reference
model. Though, almost all existing inertial measurement-based models have applied the same approach to perform
person identification or classification. Unlike classical methods, we proposed S2DAE driven LSTM-RNN, and
hence we simulated our proposed “S2DAE driven LSTM-RNN” over input gait-sequences, and compared the
performance with original data driven LSTM for intra-model assessment. Here, the key motive was to assess
whether the proposed sparse multi-modality driven approach yields superior performance or not. For inter-model
assessment, we compared the efficiency of the proposed gait-based person authentication model with other stateof-art methods. The detailed discussion of the results obtained is given in the subsequent sections.
4.1. Intra-Model Assessment
As stated above, to assess efficacy of the proposed multi-modality gait-sequence based S2DAE driven
LSTM-RNN model for person authentication, we executed the proposed model as well as a classical solution
where the original gait-sequences were learnt over LSTM to perform classification. The details of such methods
can be found in [1][18][47] etc. In other words, we passed original gait-sequence data (in *.CSV) to the static
segmentation where we retained 3000 instances each segment (on time-scale). Subsequently, the proposed sparse
gait sequence driven (i.e., S2DAE outputs) model was simulated with LSTM-RNN. Here, the key purpose to
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implement these two methods was to assess whether the proposed model (with sparse data) yields superior over
the classical gait sequence driven LSTMs [1][27]. Since, this research hypothesized that the use of sparse data can
yield superior over the complete original data processing, it is important to assess its efficacy. The simulation
results obtained are given in Table 3. Noticeably, here onwards we call proposed system as “Sparse LSTM-RNN”,
while the simulation with original (non-sparse data) is referred as LSTM (Table 3).

94.41

94.65

94.52

6.3

Sparse
LSTMRNN

99.43

99.02

98.86

98.93

0.57

ERR (%)

F-Score (%)

93.70

Precision
(%)

LSTM

Model

Accuracy
(%)

Recall (%)

Parameters

Table 3 Intra-Model Assessment

Observing the results (Table 3), it can be easily found that the proposed sparse LSTM-RNN model
exhibits superior over the classical LSTM based person authentication system. More specifically, the classical
approach in which the original gait sequence (post segmentation) is fed as input to the LSTM for temporal feature
learning and classification results accuracy of 93.70%, precision 94.41%, recall 94.65% and F-Measure of
94.52%. Additionally, it yields ERR of 6.3%. Interestingly, even the LSTM driven model over original data yields
superior results over numerous existing systems like [1][47][68], etc. Here, the key reason can be the use of
multiple data together (i.e., accelerometer and gyroscope data together), with larger gait-cycle or gait-sequence
length. Though, aforesaid methods have applied merely 120-140 instances on time-scale, while we had applied
large window with 3000 instances and hence it enabled more intrinsic feature learning for classification. In
contrast to the LSTM-based solution, our proposed sparse LSTM-RNN model was executed over sparse data and
hence delivered superlative performance with accuracy of 99.43%, precision 99.02%, recall 98.86%, and Fmeasure or F-score of 98.93%. Moreover, the equal error rate (ERR) performance of 0.57% shows robustness of
the proposed model towards real-time person authentication. Here, the significance of sparse data representation
over large sequential inputs (six different gait-sequences from accelerometer and gyroscope sensors) can easily
be visualized. The intra-model assessment results are shown in Fig. 5. As stated above, unlike classical approaches
where to retain computational efficacy, authors [1][47][68] etc., authors retained smaller gait-window and even
used standalone feature (either accelerometer or gyroscope in either of 𝑥, 𝑦 𝑜𝑟 𝑧 directions), we have applied
multi-modal gait-signature in three different dimensions.
Considering this fact, we examined the efficacy of the proposed model over the different gait-sequence
length (instances over time scale). Here, we wanted to assess whether the proposed model can yield satisfactory
results with smaller window size or gait-sequence length or not. To be noted, despite using large window size, the
complexity can increase only when the data is processed in its raw or original format. Since, in this paper we
proposed for sparse data processing the computational cost automatically gets reduced significantly. However, to
examine the performance we simulated the performance of the proposed model over the different window sizes,
and the results are given in Table 4 and Fig. 8. The graphical depiction of the results over varying gait-sequence
length or size is given in Fig.7.
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Fig 7. Intra-Model Assessment
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Fig.8 Accuracy (%) over different Gait-sequence length (time-scale)

87.71

12.29

89.46

10.54

91.20

8.80

92.27

7.73

93.31

6.69

93.70

6.3

93.75

6.25

89.96

10.04

92.31

7.69

92.98

7.02

94.36

5.64

96.01

3.99

99.43

0.57

99.45

0.55

Table4 Performance over different gait-sequence length

Observing the results, it can easily be found that the proposed sparse LSTM-RNN model yields superior
accuracy even with the smaller gait-cycle, signifying that it can accommodate larger user request in run-time to
yield authentication support without undergoing any delay or allied exhaustion. Interestingly, one can find that
the proposed model yield superior EER performance even with very small gait-sequence and these results are
quite encouraging than any other known method available.
In sync with the results obtained it can be stated that the proposed Sparse LSTM-RNN model (in sync
with fixed window segmentation and S2DAE driven multi-modal feature learning and classification using LSTMRNN) exhibits superior performance and hence can be capable to accommodate large users for their authentication
without undergoing exhaustive computation or delay. This as a result can improve scalability of the inbuilt
standalone authentication solution or for a third-party authentication infrastructure. Thus, observing overall results
for intra-model assessment, it can be stated that the proposed sparse LSTM-RNN model with S2DAE sparse gaitsequences can be a viable and most effective approach towards real-time person authentication. Now, considering
it as inferences, we have compared our proposed Sparse LSTM-RNN model with other state-of-art methods, which
is discussed in the subsequent section.
4.2. Inter-Model Assessment
This is the matter of fact that in the past different approaches including vision-based, model-based,
model-free methods have been developed towards gait-based person identification and authentication; however,
since in this research we employed inertial measurement or sensory data for gait-based authentication, only those
efforts employing aforesaid data are considered (as state-of-art methods) for relative comparison. To assess
efficacy of the proposed model over the existing state-of-art approaches, we have identified accuracy and EER as
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the common performance measure or variable. The relative EER and Accuracy (in percentile) performance outputs
by the different existing approaches are given in Table 5.

Reference

EER (%)

[1]

-

96.9

[4]

6.15

-

[18]

-

91.8

[38]

13.5

-

[47]

3.37

89.79

[57]

6.7

-

[68]

-

94.8

[79]

5.7

-

[89]

-

93.3

[90]

20.1

-

[91]

-

85.48

[92]

-

90

[93]

6.1

-

[94]

10 (SVM), 2.36 (HMM)

-

[95]

6.15

-

[96]

10.1

-

[97]

8.24

-

[98]

29.39

-

[99]

-

91.33

[100]

1.85

-

[101]

-

97.9

[102]

15.08

-

[104]

13

-

[105]

-

98

[106]

-

93

[107]

17.2

-

[108]

-

93.2

0.57

99.89

Proposed

Accuracy
(%)

Table 5 Inter-Model Assessment

Authors in [89] applied accelerometer gait-sequence for person identification. Realizing the need of reduces
sample size so as to minimize computational overheads, authors applied principal component analysis (PCA) over
input gait-sequence. Despite their feature selection measure, the highest detection and classification accuracy
observed was 93.3%, which is significantly lower than our proposed sparse LSTM-RNN model. In [90] as well
smartphone driven accelerometer data was used for person authentication; however, the EER observed was 20%,
which is significantly higher than our proposed model (0.57%). The accuracy observed in [91] was 85.48%.
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Noticeably, authors in [89], [90], and [91] applied gait-sequence from 6, 51 and 6 subjects, respectively. It
questions their robustness towards real-time application where the number of users can be in millions or even
more. Authors in [93] as well applied merely acceleration data to perform person authentication. However, the
EER observed was 6.1%. In [94], authors applied gait inertial data, which was trained over SVM and HMM
models distinctly; however, the corresponding EER results were 10% and 2.36%, respectively. Interestingly, the
same authors [95] claimed to have achieved EER of 6.15% using aforesaid HMM model. It raises suspicion and
unreliability of the solution they proposed. Authors in [96] exploited gait-sequence data from 36 users, where the
best EER observed was 10.1%. Authors in [97] applied k-NN classifier over gait inertial measurement, where the
best EER observed was 8.24%. The EER performance in [98] was 29.39%, which is significantly high and can
give rise to unreliability in authentication system. Cross-device gait-information were applied and trained over
SVM and RBF machine learning methods. The highest accuracy observed was 91.33%, which is still lower than
our proposed model. Authors in [4] applied HMM over gait-continuous sequences to perform user authentication.
The best EER observed by authors was 6.15%, which is significantly higher than our proposed model. Time
domain analysis with neuro-computing was done in [100]. Unfortunately, authors trained their model over merely
five subjects and the best EER observed was 1.85%. A similar effort was made in [101], where authors applied
neural network to train over inertial measurements obtained from I-Phone smartphone with the data collected from
8 subjects. The highest accuracy observed over time-domain feature analysis was 97.9%. A very recent work
applied acceleration inertial measurement from smartphone towards person authentication. To assess their system
efficacy over large samples, authors considered a total of 44 subjects and obtained the gait-sequence for the
different activities. The depth assessment of their model stated that the EER varies as per the movement pattern
types; yet, the cumulative performance assessment revealed 15.08% of EER over all activities. The EER observed
here seems to be higher than any reliability system demands. A very interesting and effective approach was
proposed in [4], named GaitCode. GaitCode was designed as a multi-modal solution where sensors were placed
in socks and shoes which retrieved continuous movement patterns (acceleration and gravitational central force)
of the user. Similar to our approach, authors applied auto-encoder as feature extraction model, which was followed
by PCA-based feature selection. Finally dynamic time warping and SVM were applied to perform classification
for authentication. Same as our efforts authors tried to retain high feature intrinsic cues, while retaining lower
sample size to perform classification. However, it exhibited different EERs over the different inputs like socks
input or shoes inertial inputs or gait-signatures. For instance, for shoes the EER observed was near 1.58%, while
for socks it showed EER of 5.58%, which is higher in comparison to our proposed model. Authors in [103] applied
accelerometer, gyroscope and GPS inputs altogether to perform gait-based person authentication. Yet, it could not
be found justifiable towards real-time scalable authentication demands. The other efforts like [105][106] etc.
applied different machine learning methods over inertial measurements derived from smartwatches to perform
gait-based person authentication. Yet, the highest accuracy observed in [105] and [106] were 98% and 93%,
respectively. Unfortunately, none of these approaches have considered scalability problem as they have merely
applied a few dozens of subjects or even lesser to train a model, which can’t be generalizable over real-time
scalable authentication systems. In [68]., authors applied the same data OU-ISIR for gait-based person
authentication, where CNN was applied as a feature learning model. The highest accuracy observed was 94.8%.
Authors in [47] applied OU-ISIR data and used a hybrid deep model encompassing LSTM and CNN together to
perform feature extraction and learning. Interestingly despite significant effort with aforesaid dataset, they could
achieve the highest accuracy of 89.79%, which is significantly lower than our proposed model. Recalling the fact
that unlike our 3000-instance selection or window segmentation, authors [47] has applied merely 120-140
instances on time-scale to perform feature extraction and learning. Authors in [1] converted inertial measurement
data into equivalent images, which was later processed with CNN-LSTM to exploit spatio-temporal features for
person authentication. This process was highly complex and exhaustive; yet delivered the accuracy of approximate
97%, though the subject considered were small and cannot be generalizable over large subject dataset. Authors
[108] achieved applied inertial measurement data obtained from five subjects and despite complex processing
could achieve the highest accuracy of 93.2%, which is significantly lower than our proposed model. Thus,
observing overall results obtained and allied inferences it can be stated that the proposed sparse LSTM-RNN
driven model delivers superior performance in terms of veracity as well as low-error likelihood. Consequently, it
makes the proposed model robust towards scalable person authentication demand.
Conclusion
In sync with high-pace rise in scalable person authentication demand, this research proposed a highly
robust multi-modality driven authentication system. In other words, this work intended to exploit both multimodal gait-features and enhanced computing environment to ensure reliable, scalable and more importantly
accurate person authentication solution. Realizing the at hand limitations of vison-based approaches or even
existing model-based as well as model free gait-based authentication measures, in this paper wearable sensor
driven authentication solution is designed. More specifically, in this paper inertial measurements including
sensory details like accelerometer and gyroscope data were applied altogether to train a deep model for person
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authentication. Undeniably, the key motive behind the use of multi-modality (i.e., accelerometer and gyroscope
data) was to retain maximum possible behavioral cues or features to learn and classify users for accurate person
authentication task. Though, it could affirm higher efficacy; yet, its scalability over continuous non-linear gait
patterns from thousands or millions of users might limit its realistic significance. Unfortunately, no potential effort
could be made towards this neglected problem that might confine any of the existing IMU driven or sensory data
driven solutions. Interestingly, most of the existing approaches have applied very small data (merely in tens), and
hence generalizing their optimality over scalable demands seems exaggerated. And the key reason behind such
limitation is ineffective gait-cycle identification or selection, low sample counts, standalone modality etc. To
alleviate these problems, in this paper a robust stationary wavelet transforms (SWT) assisted Stacked Denoising
Auto-Encoder (S2DAE) was developed that retained sparse presentation of the input multi-modal gait-data
sequences (i.e., accelerometer and gyroscope data). At first, the input multi-modal gait-sequences were processed
for static windowing or segmentation, which was processed with SWT-SDAE sparse data representation that
guaranteed to retain the intrinsic features for further feature extraction and learning. Finally, we employed LSTMRNN network to perform feature learning and classification. The simulation results revealed that the proposed
model yields higher accuracy of 99.43%, precision 99.02%, recall 98.86%, F-Score 0.9893 and EER of 0.57% in
comparison to the other relevant gait-based person authentication solutions. The superior efficacy even over the
sparse (say, compressed) gait-sequence with large subjects retaining multi-modality features make the proposed
system scalable and robust to meet up-surging person authentication demands.
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